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The CIUFOR organisation has been presented with many claimed uFO photographs over

the past 40 years - few of which have passed the scrutiny of our eagle-eyed research team.

Over half of what we receive are "lights in the sky" taken in darkness and with no
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or wishful thinking on behalf of the photographer.
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It comes as a great surprise and pleasure, then, to announce that a casual photographer on a
fishing boat off the coast of Cornwall has forwarded a digital photograph to us via the
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Internet that clearly shows a domed UFO at mid-distance which becomes even clearer when

17-21

magnified.

The picture was taken in perfect light conditions in late September 2009 (actual

date uncertain) about 3 miles out in the Atlantic off Newquay.
of the UFO on other pages.

Please find various printouts

Now the photographer who claims to have no interest in

making a fortune from this shot has given few other details and states that he felt "scared"
when he saw what came out on processing, and almost deleted the item.

shows part of the boat with 3 friends either fully in view or partly.
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faces in some of the versions illustrated for personal security reasons. The photographer has
at least confirmed that the UFO was not seen/invisible to anybody on the boat If this is the
case we are clearly dealing with something outside our knowlege of time and space.
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The photograph

We have blacked out

Cornwall found an unseen UFO on a series of digital photos taken of tankers out in the
English Channel.

Margatet Fry

A

similar situation occurred last December 29th when a photographer on the south coast of
This was published in the Sun newspaper on January 1st 2009, but the

detail in this photograph is far less impressive than our Newquay picture.

(see below).
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Looking closely at the enhanced photograph, taken with a lOk pixel camera,
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Near Falmouth, December 28th, 2008

a

slight

disturbance in the atmosphere can be detected which may be heat exhaust from a power unit
below the main craft
team.

In my opinion the flat shape or power unit may be separate from the

rest of the structure and held by magnetic fields. The object appears to have no windows or
lights and looks entirely smooth with colours blending in with the sea and sky. Qouds are
extremely high, this being after an unusually fine period of weather in the West Country

lasting about 3 weeks. There can be no mistaken identity with freak clouds.
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The photograph has been subject to infra red tests and shows variations in he�t on the
surface of the UFO according to the direction of the Sun's rays.

If the obJect were

superimposed it would appear as a matt even surface under infra red. Senior RAF officers
_
have been shown the photograph and none have sniggered nor yet come up wtth an
explanation.

Reports

of wailing sounds and mysterious lights coming from a cemetery in Cheshire in July 1996
were found to be caused by smouldering railway sleepers one with a hole burnt through it!
The summary notes that the number of UFO sightings shot up from 117 in 1995 to 601 in
1996, which turned out to be the year of the "X-Files" on TV and the gung-ho film

To my mind the only rational possibility is that the object is some kind of holiday stunt
emanating from Newquay, which of course is Britain's main surfing centre.

�

In the past

peculiar shaped objects have been launched from Blackpool which ave been reported as
_
UFOs. So far investigations along these lines have come up with nothmg.
The photographer has confirmed that there is no sign of a UFO on preceding �r forward
shots in the sequence, but we do not know of the time gap between shots or even If they are
in the same environment.
We don't want egg on our faces, so it is essential that if any reader can come up with a
logical explanation they should inform us immediately.

"Independence Day".

It was also at this time that the "Alien Autopsy" tapes were released,

showing that powerful media{fV/cinema releases affect the level of UFO reports.

ERNIE SEARS:
October, 2009.

The octogenarian ufologist, Ernie Sears, died from a heart attack on 3rd
He was 84.

The former publicity officer of the Southampton UFO group

was involved with several other organisations and claimed to experienced abduction plus
having witnessed UFOs back to 1960.
Unfortunately his jousting with your editor over the "UFO" events around Portsmouth
harbour is the most recent contact CIUFOR had with him. Arguing the toss with Ernie was
a never ending task, but he did his homework thoroughly and mailed through dozens of

Reverting to the history of "saucer" shaped craft or d?m�d discs, experime�tal designs at the
_
conclusion of the Second World War into the 1950s mdtcated that, m reahty, none of these
circular craft ever came commercially viable, so it is a paradox that this particular sha�e
might turn out to be the transport used by extraterrestria s
Sightings �nd photographs m
_
:
the 1950s of saucers at high altitude imply that they were vtstble to the Witnesses at the ttme,

�

so why are the few pictures turning up today of objects not seen at the time the photograph
was taken?

1989-90, and the mass of sightings reported from Bonnybridge, Scotland in 1994-5.

photographs from Portsmouth and historical clippings which we were pleased to publish even
if disagreeing with the veracity of most of them.
Few persons involved with our subject possessed such energy and determination at an
advanced age as Ernie did.

Let's hope wherever he is now his long search for the truth will

have been realised -------

Over the past 20 years, the emphasis seems to have moved on to "black

�

�

It could be that hundreds of invi�i le craft are fly ng
around and if conditions are just right they can be photographed on digital cameras whtch

triangles" and mostly night sightings.

seem to be able to tweak reality a bit more than the old film cameras.

HADRON COLLIDER - MYSTERY FAULTS: The massive particle accelerator built
under the Swiss mountains at a cost of £3 billion has experienced mysterious explosions,
breakdowns and even a threat of terrorism in it's short life.

Of course the Data Research team are delighted with this photograph, but we cannot assume
it is of a space vehicle containing extraterrestrial occupants unless further revelations are
forthcoming------

It has now been suggested that

the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) could be sabotaging itself from the future - that the
creation of sub-atomic particles that could hold the secrets of the Universe is forbidden
knowledge controlled by the "guardians", whatever/whoever they may be.
By colliding protons at vast speed approaching the speed of light inside the J 7 mile circuit of

THE EDITOR
========================================== ======

possible that the process may be "abhorrent to nature".
thought to have

LATEST NEWS ITEMS
lA TEST MOD FILES RELEASED:

the LHC, scientists hope to create the theoretical particle known as the "Higgs Boson".
created

the

"Big Bang"

It is

Collisions at this level of energy are

the start of

the creation of the

Universe.

Suggestions that the process could also create a "black hole" have proved unfounded so far -

The 4th batch of released files from the Ministry of

that's why you are still reading this account!.

Defence (MOD) were placed on the National Archive website on August 19th, 2009. This
set looks to be the biggest yet with 14 separate files of variable size containing 4000 pages of

More likely the sheer scale of the project would point to higher than average teething

material - sightings, letters and parliamentary questions spanning the period 1981-1996. The
web address is www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ufos and was free to download for a month

have claimed a successful collision of protons - but for how long?

troubles at the outset.

As of November 20th, 2009, the Collider has restarted and scientists

(Report: Sunday Times

10/10!09).

after which a charge of £3.50 per file is made.
This wealth of material covers the Rendlesham Forest incidents of 1980 including the Halt
memorandum which reveals what the US Army Base Commander had seen.
sightings of March 30-31st 1993 over southern England are to be found.

Also the mass

Thirty reports over

a 6 hour period were conveniently put down to a Russian rocket re-entry by sceptics. (Does
it take 6 hours to re-enter?)

Further there are files on the Belgian "black triangles" of

GARRY McKINNON - THE lAST RITES?

The home secretary, Alan Johnson has

rejected the last set of appeals from the various pressure groups, the Daily Mail and his
mother, and sees no reason why computer hacker, Garry McKinnon, the man hunting for
UFO information at the Pentagon, should not be extradited to the US.
this the end of the saga?

After 7 long years is

Will anyone actually have the nerve to place Mr Mckinnon on an

5
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aircraft? Already the Asbergers sufferer is said to be suicidal and is likely to harm himself if
he ends up in an American jail. There it might take as long to bring him to trial as it has to
serve the extradition warrant.
AGONY

CORNER:

comment

on

latest

scares,

cover-ups

and

conspiracies ).

SWINDON ANNOUNCES "WI-FI" SATURATION: The first large town in the country to
announce it is to place receiver pods on lamp posts so that every household can have rapid
access to the Internet is to be Swindon, Wilts. Having recently announced they are to
remove their speed cameras, Swindon's radical council states they are to place about 1400
access points so that all its 186,000 residents are in range (if they want to be). Progress it
may be, but these "Wi-Fi" units give out microwave radiation which could be potentially
dangerous to health. Shortly, the former railway town of Swindon will be bathed in an
electronic smog from which there is no escape until one reaches the countryside. Reports of
glowing humanoids seen strutting the streets of Swindon in a few months time should
therefore be ignored!
In addition to health problems, it is known that hackers can sit in cars outside innocent
victims' homes and access their computers by means of Wi-Fi.

Should they download illegal

sites involving child pornography for instance, any trace could lead back to the hacked in
household leaving the perpetrators to get away scot free!
Reports from Glastonbury, Somerset apparently already "wi-fied" 18 months ago indicate
many people with headaches and dizziness.

One man became so ill with electro-sensitivity

that he had to immediately leave the house he was renting in the town.

So this is what they

meant by "the dawning of the Age of Aquarius" down in Britain's New Age capital!

It was suggested that the new US President, Barack Obama,

might be the greatest hope for unveiling UFO secrecy in his country (Awareness Vol 30 No

1).

A year after winning the November 2008 election, precisely nothing has been uttered by

this normally expressive person on the subject.

outside of United States soil.

Records indicate that his birth was in Hawaii - the last State

of the Union - of a white mother, Ann Dunham, from Kansas and a black Kenyan father of
Obama senior won a scholarship to study economics at the University of

Hawaii in 1959 at the age of 23 and met Ann at a Russian class they both attended. Though
he was already married with a wife and two children in Kenya, Barack senior was allowed a
second wife according to tribal law and married Ann on February 2nd, 1961. who was
already pregnant by this time.

The unfortunate combination

of Barack Obama's colouring and second name "Hussein" gives rise to the hysteria that he is
an "Arab" or "Islamic" - grist to the mill for his right wing enemies.
The rigid ruling set by the founding fathers of America, that the President must be born on

�

their soil and ake the oath of office on the steps of the Capitol outside on a usually freezing

�

very 4 years, seems vaguely quaint for a modern economy. The last State
.
of the 50 to be gtven tts statehood was Hawaii, which was an independent kingdom in the

January mornmg

19th century; became known as "US Territory" from 1900; and finally a full State from 21st
Thus Barack Obama only just qualified being born in August 1961 in

August 1959.

Honolulu, if the official version is to be believed!

(Article: Daily Mail, 28/11/09 by David Jones).

---------------------------------------------·---------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONSPIRACY - IS BIN lADEN DEAD? The whereabouts of the world's most wanted
man, the �I Qaeda terrorist lea er, Osama Bin Laden, has remained a total mystery since
2001. Beheved to e ho ed up m caves on the Pakistan - Afghanistan border, nobody has
.
.
.
come up wtth postttve stght mgs for sev�ral years, inspite of covert operations by special
.
forces, no doubt, to flush htm out. Beheved to be the mastermind of the "9/11" terrorist

�

�

!

!

at a�ks on America, inspite of scant evidence that he was, Bin Laden has rewards of $50
mtlhon offered for capture, dead or alive.

�

An article pro uced by Professor Angelo M. Codivilla of Boston University and a book by

�
�m

P ofessor Davtd Ray Griffin of California's Claremont School of Theology now imply that
Laden has

�roba?ly

�

been d ad since December 2001 and buried in an unmarked grave

?

m accorda ? ce wtth hts Wahha t branch of Islamic tradition. Various videotapes that have
.
ap�ea�ed m the years f�llowmg purportmg to show the terrorist leader are "false flag"
.
.
acttvttt� s to encourage ctttzens of the West to support the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. A
.
de�� tc fi ure ts needed to maintain the interest/fear and place blame away from guilty

�

�

pohttctans m the US and Britain.

Right wing groups are now suggesting that Obama is an illegitimate President - being born

the same name.

Of course most of this has been

reforms and part nationalisation of the motor industry.

forced on the administration by the banking collapse of 2008.

(Anti-establishment

IS OBAMA AN ALIEN?

What is fact is that President Obama's policies are are decidedly "left wing" for an American
.
Prestdent, and some suggest he is creating a "socialist state" with his intended healthcare

The future President was born 6 months later at a Honolulu

hospital on August 4th for _which there is a "certification of live birth".

This document is not

an official birth certificate which nobody has seen and protesters now require Obama to
produce it. A photograph of Ann Dunham taken on a beach in Hawaii, said to be July 1961
does not show her to be anywhere approaching 8 months pregnant.
The conspiracy theorists suggest Obama was born in Mombasa, Kenya, and was later
registered in Hawaii to give him American citizenship. Even more bizarre - a former British
detective, Neil Sankey, considers that, Malcolm X, a black American revolutionary of the
1960s shows a remarkable likeness to Obama and suggests he is the father.
_
was assassinated in 1965 and cannot answer back )

.

(Malcolm X

Griffin considers tape� fo
and

pale

�arded . before

dehvenng

gaunt

maste r:ninded "9/11" himself.

December 2001 are genuine Bin Laden

antt-American

rhetoric

but

never

confessing

_

looking

to

have

Subsequently, a tape found by American forces in a private

home m Jalalabad, Afghanistan on December 13th, 2001, and stated to have been made on

?

�

�

healthier, darker skinned person, named as Bin Laden, claiming full
Novem e : 9th, sh ws
.
resp nstbthty for 9/11 . Griffin refers to the knowledge that Bin Laden was a sick man
.
needmg contt uous kid ey dialysis - and so how could he get wired up to a machine if he

�

�

�
�

was holed up n a cave m a remote mountainous region?

He also points to the fact that an

obscure Egyptian newspaper reported his death in an edition dated December 26th' 2001 of
Of course this would be at a time when Wes ern
natural causes due to renal failure.

;

reporters would be off duty for the Christmas holiday.

�001,
�

"Bin Laden tapes" have trickled out at strategic times when the former Bush
.
.
admmtstr tton eed d support for its aggressive actions and always seem to emanate from an

Post

�

�

�

Arab radto st tton m Qatar �n the Gulf.

�eal ?sama Bm Laden speaking,

Voice experts have invariably confirmed it is the

but of course the average man in the street would have no

tdea m any case. President Obama has a somewhat different approach to his predecessor, so

6
it will be interesting to see if "Bin Laden tapes" continue to appear.
On the other side of the coin, if the tapes are faked by the American Secret Service or CIA,
why should the existing Al Qaeda leaders not reveal the true facts to the world? In fact it
would suit them too to have a world known figure seemingly in charge of the organisation
rather than an unknown person as leader in the shadowy structure that now exists - as a
boost to recruitment to their cause. (Back in history, the ultimate "false flag" was when the

legendary Spanish warrior, El Cid. lead his army into battle on horseback against invading
Moorish forces outside the gates of Valencia in 1099. The point was that El Cid was already
dead, but his generals strapped him to a horse, and the very sight of the great man emerging
from the gates of the city was enough to induce the enemy to take flight so the story goes!)
(Report: Daily Mail, 12/9/09 by Sue Reid)

CLIMATE CHANGE DECEPTIONS: One of the key centres for promoting the man-made
global warming theories, or climate change, the University of East Anglia, has had some its
e-mails leaked on to a Russian website. The documents reveal attempts to massage statistics
which indicate there is no proper evidence that warming is taking place; "spin doctoring" of
data; refusal to answer Freedom of Information requests; and rubbishing of scientists who
come up with contrary evidence.

In 1999, the now director of the faculty, Professor Phil Jones is on record of trying to
reconcile rise in global temperatures since the 1960s with an apparent cooling as indicated by
a study of tree rings. One of the most recent items from Kevin Trenberth, a US climate
expert, dated 12/10/09, states: "The fact is we can't account for the lack of warming at the
moment and it is a travesty that we can't." This was in response to an e-mail debate over a
BBC report on the apparent dip in temperatures since 2000.
It is fairly obvious that academic funding is dependent on continually proving that global
warming is a reality. Proving the opposite or that nothing at all is happening is not an
option. Objectivity can take a back seat when scientific salaries and posts are at risk! We
know for certain from fairly recent history that climate changes occur naturally on the planet
and the causes are probably due to the dynamic nature of magnetic fields and airflows with
the Sun being responsible for 95% of warming or cooling and nothing else. The present
lack of sunspots, as reported in our previous editions, might be more of a concern than what
is being omitted from car and aeroplane exhausts down here. The lack of ability to even
produce an accurate weather forecast for 6 months ahead in Britain is a good indicator of
the difficulty of making forecasts on a global scale for 100 years hence.
"SWINE FLU" REALITY: At the time of writing, the spread of this massive pandemic we
were expecting is down to 22, 000 new cases in England and Wales over a week. This is far
less than normal expectations of influenza at the beginning of December. Actual statistics
for the HINI virus have been supplied by the Department of Health for 6 months and show
that the disease peaked in mid July with a maximum of 110,000 new cases in one week.
During the school holiday period the figure dropped down to only 3,000 new cases and then
increased to a maximum of 84,000 by late October. It is now declining every week. Even
during the peak week, the number of cases was less than 0.2% of the population. The Chief
Medical Officer for the government originally proposed that a third of the population would
succumb to the Swine Flu and that there would be around 65,000 deaths. The latter figure
has now been reduced to 19,000, but up to December 3rd, just 178 deaths had been notified

7

in England and Wales. The rolling total of victims was quoted at 790,000 since last Spring less than 2% of the population of England and Wales.
As usual the Establishment is way out of touch with reality, so it seems at this
juncture.
What happens to the 20 million doses of Tamiflu and many millions of specialist
vaccine
shots only just being made available? Would they be on "sale or return" - fat chance!
An
emergency call centre set up during the Summer to take calls and advise potential
flu
sufferers had its temporary staff mostly playing card games to alleviate the boredom!
In future, if a killer pandemic should strike, it will be before any medical officials
are aware
of the situation no doubt.
----- ----- --- - ---- -- --- --- ---------- -- -- --- ---- ------ - --- ---- -- ----

---

---

- ---- - -

- - --- ----- -

-- --- -- -- ---- -

-- -- --- --- -

-

LATE NEWS - MOD CLOSES UFO DESK: The Ministry of Defence has
announced that
it is to cease operating a specialist "UFO Desk" and will not investigate any
more cases or
eply to letters from the public as from December 1st, 2009. The only information
�
given out
m advance was the following terse statement issued on November 1st on the
relevant web
page:

"The MOD has no opinion on the existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial life.
However, in
ove: fifty years, no UFO report has revealed any evidence of a potential threat
to the
.
ll_mt':d Kingdom. T_he MOD has no specific capability for identifying the nature of such
�1ghtmgs. . There JS no Defence benefit in such investigation and it would be an
mappropnate use of defence resources. Accordingly, and in order to make
best use of
Defence resources we have decided that from the 1 December, 2009, the
MOD wi/J no
longer respond to reported UFO sightings or investigate them."
Thus ends a functio that has existed for over 50 years. Press reports
suggest a saving of
�
£ ,0
�o £50,000 w11l be made on the one staff member and office equipment involved in
mamtammg the desk. They must be really proud of achieving this amount
in terms of the
£185 billion debt Britain is said to have at present! It will no doubt
go on replacing a couple
of rotor blades on a helicopter out in Afghanistan!

� �

Over the period of its existence there must have been a dozen or
so MOD staff seconded to
the UFO desk, most of whom remained pretty anonymous. Readers
will be aware that the
prom nent ufologist, Nick ope, was in charge from 1991-1994,
and so impressed by the
expenence that he has cont nued to take an active part in lecturing
and fielding information
�
.
to the press. At one time m the early 1970s, Anthony Davies,
an imperious sounding type
'
made several broadcasts and gave interviews.

�

�

W could have anticipated the demise of the UFO desk
with the flood of released files
�
bemg laced �n the National Archives at present, irrespective
of the 30 year rule, indicating
p
the e IS very ht le need for secrecy with this material. The
recent move of the office from
�
�
W ttehall to Htgh Wycombe also pointed to a downgrading
in status. If we take them at
thetr word - the
OD have always stated tha UFOs offer no threat to British
airspace, and
�
.
although compel mg reports come m of objects moving at
impossible speeds tracked on
radar, or ne r mtss s from pilots, positive proof of engagem
ent has never materialised. Our
�
�
latest, most tmpre�st e phot graph from Cornwall points to
the fact that, yes, UFOs are real,
�
�
but what that reahty IS requ1res extensive research and lateral
thinking -------

�

�
!

======== ====== =======
=================
====== ====
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By Data Research
Date:

22/09/2008

Country:

Place

Cheshire

Time:

Source:

Original

UK
10.00

Date:

23/03/2009

Country:

Place

Aston Rowant, Oxfordshire

Time:

Source:

Original

UK
22.00

Mr TB was in his car and his wife was driving when he spotted an object for about 5 minutes up in
the sky.
It was a very bright light and seemed to be beaming down on the hills above Aston Rowant. After a
few seconds the beam instantly focused on their car and lit up the inside with an intense light. The

Mr BM was getting ready for bed around 1 Opm when someone knocked on the door, it was a

beam did not move across fields and approach them but from a point he guessed about a mile away

neighbour who asked if he and his wife could come over to his flat as he and his wife had been

from where it was shining onto the hills, it then seemed to concentrate on the two people in the car.
Then instantly it switched off almost as if it knew they were present in the vicinity- they were still

watching some strange lights in the sky.
There was a cluster of five lights which appeared to be flashing.

There were in all six witnesses

driving at this point, albeit very slowly. The light in the sky remained.

who watched the strange spectacle of lights as they moved in a cluster then started to move slowly

They pulled over in Kingston Blount (the next village) and watched for a few moments at which

forming a triangle with the centre of the triangle seeming to be darker than the night sky.

point the light moved off smoothly over the motorway towards Watlington. The weather conditions

The

triangle then broke up and the objects shot off in different directions at an astonishing speed.

were clear and fine.

Mr BM stated they were certainly not conventional aircraft.

Ed:

There were a number of newspaper

He was anxious to learn if anyone else had seen this strange light.

stories at the time and this was treated quite seriously at the beginning, but then of course Chinese
Lanterns were mentioned and this ended with stupid reporting which demeaned the whole thing.
Mr BM had served in the RAF for 9 years and has knowledge of fighter planes and is a good judge

Date:

05/04/2009

Country:

of speeds of aircraft and he has yet to see Chinese Lanterns match the speed of at least 2000mph

Place

North Wales

Time:

stop, hover and then accelerate away.

Source:

Scott Felton- conwyufogroup@hotmail.co.uk

All witnesses were convinced they had seen something

spectacular and queried why there is always this lethargy in the UFO phenomena as far as the media
is concerned.

UK
21.00

The witness and a friend was returning to the former's home in Rhyl on Sunday nights 51h April
when the friend noticed something in the sky in the direction of the village of Dyserth..

(Rhyl to

Dyserth is about four miles)
Date:
Place
Source:

12/03/2009
South above Y arm, Cleveland

Country:
Time:

UK

1930 & 21.00

It transpired that the two then noted what was two bright red 'almost balls of fire' flying
independently of each other but in a uniform manner.

They did not appear to be anything like

conventional aircraft and emitted no noise or navigation lights.

Original

After a few seconds of observation, the first light vanished followed then by the second vanishing.

Mr GB and three other witnesses were in his back garden when he saw 2 objects in the night sky.
The basic shape of the objects were star like and he could not clearly see any defined edges. The
objects flashed in different colours and moved side to side and up and down.

The witness describes in his email to Conwy UFO Group "it was really quite bizarre and certainly
something I have never witnessed in my 47 years on the planet. I am a keen observer of the sky
either by day or night and with 14 years service in the RAF feel sure I could determine if these

The weather at the time of sighting was clear at times with light cloud There was no sound heard

objects were of human origin. They were not. They were as I've described, balls of almost what

and he was unable to estimate the speed of the objects.

looked like red fire but were definitely together and travelling form 'east to west'.

(Ed: If anyone else can add to this sighting please email either ourselves on Contacts email
(fc@fcaccs.fsnet. eo. uk) or Scott Felton on the above emai/)
Date:

21103/2009

Country:

Place

West of Dundee

Time:

Source:

Original

Mr SP was driving in his vehicle where he saw 3 objects in a triangular shape.
appeared to have clearly defined edges and were bright orange in colour.

UK
21.30

The objects

Date:

09/04/2009

Country:

Place

Coventry

Time:

Source:

Original

UK
20.55

They appeared in

formation then the bottom left object moved upwards and to the right then it headed west towards

Mrs JG was parking her car and walking into Morrisons store with her daughter and they stopped to

him. The object/s then moved from east to west passing him from west to east stopping just in line

speak to her daughters friend and discussed the "hunters moon" overhead when they all spotted a

with him, then suddenly headed south and disappeared.

light to the right of the moon.

He switched off his engine to see if there

was any noise and he could hear nothing coming from the object/s. The sky was crystal clear with
little or no wind.

It was circular/spherical in shape and the edges appeared very fuzzy but quite large and moving.
The object looked quite a bright light source- obscured behind clouds which were quite thick, or

He was driving on the A923 between Piperdam and Muirhead. As he had pulled over into a lay-by

alternatively a beam of light shone into dense fog.

he decided to call a friend of his and was surprised and relieved to hear that his friend's wife had

The witness thought she saw a light beaming down like a helicopter search beacon but her daughter

seen exactly the same thing and it corroborated his sighting. They lived approximately 1 mile way

did not see this. Half an hour later they were coming home and they did see a helicopter and it was

from where he was parked up.

nothing like the bright intense beam they had seen earlier.
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"The object moved very fast and sometimes jerky - we both thought it could have been someone
shining a torch but there was no obvious light source".

Date:

16/04/2009

Country:

Place

Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk

Time:

Source:

Original

UK
23.25

Mr ML was travelling

to his place of work and saw four what he thought were satellites at first
travelling at great speed from SSW to NNE-erly direction
He assumed they could be F15 jet fighters travelling in that direction to Lakenheath airspace as they
were very high up. The objects were spaced well apart laterally and fore and behind one another
therefore covering a large area of the sky. They were as bright and comparable to a moving satellite
upon catching the suns rays (maybe even a bit brighter). Each bright object appeared to be made of
two lights paired very tightly together. the lights could even have been one large solid object. One
of the objects appeared to be turning as it travelled and appeared to have three lights closely
bunched together. He watched them until they disappeared in the night sky.

Date:

30/04/2009

Country:

Place

Cambridgeshire

Time:

Source:

Original

UK
12.00

Mr CH saw 2 Bell shaped objects which had red and green lights flashing around them. He
described the movement as one being still and the other moving towards it and stayed alongside for
a while then one moved to the left and the other moved to the right.
The weather was described as freezing cold and he was unable to hear any sound as he was inside a
building at the time. It was the colours that made him feel sure he was not just looking at stars or
seeing a moving plane.

Date:

23/05/2009

Country:

Place

Tilehurst, Reading

Time:

Source:

Original

UK
21/.30-22.00
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Date:

24/07/2009

Place

Country:

Norton N. Yorkshire

Source:

Time:

Original

UK
23.15

Mr SN was in his back garden on the edge of the town. There is surrounding countryside with very
clear views and it was quite late in the evening when he saw two objects for about 4 minutes which
were shaped like a light bulb. The objects appeared solid and were coloured a dark but very bright
orange. They appeared to be smoothly gliding through the sky very straight and silent at approx
aircraft speed with one following the other they seemed to stop for a short while as if hovering and
then moved out of sight.

Date:

22/06/2009

Place

Battersea

Source:

Original

Country:

UK

17.30

Time:

From his flat in Battersea Mr MC was watching the planes approaching on a regular Heathrow flight
path when he suddenly saw a dark opaque lump slightly rectangular but looking more bullet shaped
coming out of the clouds. It seemed to descend at a 45 degree angle and then disappear into the
lower clouds. He observed the object through his binoculars and saw it only briefly but was sure it
was something other than a plane. It was not an adequate sighting but he was sure what he saw was
genuine.

Date:

25/07/2009

Place

Country:

Steventon, Nr Abingdon Oxon.

Source:

Time:

Original

UK
22.30

Mr PB was sat in his back garden when he and 4 other witnesses saw an object which appeared as
one large orange light with several pulsating red lights beneath. He was sure it was not strobe lights
like on an aircraft. The Object moved from South to West in a straight line and was not moving at a
great speed. The Sky was clear with no cloud, cool with no breeze and there was no noise even
though they could engines of planes through the evening quite clearly.

Mr JS was in his back garden with his friend (it was still quite a light sky) when they spotted a

Date:

24/05/2009

strange almost saucer shaped object gliding across they sky (they described it as being wider more
than bigher)and had round edges. They described the colour almost flame-like as it was bright
red/orange in appearance.
They noted it appeared over to their right side and almost glided across their field of vision only to
dip away at the end. Unfortunately the trees obscured their view both from start to finish.
The object did not seem that far away, as they were in Tilehurst it appeared to be somewhere
between Tilehurst and Caversharn - his companion said it was only a few hundred feet up. They
were unable to judge the speed of the object but it did not appear to be travelling very fast but
certainly was on a straight trajectory. They did not hear any sound and as there was no wind to
speak of they found it easy to track as the sky was very clear.
Mr JS has spent time in Thailand and has seen numerous fire lanterns in the sky at a festival and he
is utterly convinced this was nothing like those as it appeared too big for that and there was hardly
any wind - it was a very clear still night.
He was too dumbstruck to photograph it as he was so busy watching it - but now regrets he did not
get out his phone to catch it on film.

Place

Thames Ditton, Surrey

Source:

Original

Country:
Time:

UK
22.15

Ms RB was sitting outside in her garden when she sighted an orb shaped object for about 5 minutes.
It was very bright orange and at first the other witness a male thought it was a comet descending
diagonally across the night sky. It seemed to hover for about 10 seconds before it changed direction
and took off moving away from them. It disappeared within seconds. No sound was heard but it
appeared very close to them at ftrst and seemed just to be cruising across the night sky as it was
descending then suddenly moved off at high speed after changing direction. They are both familiar
with night flying aircraft as they live on a flight path and watch them constantly from their house.

================================
================
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After the burning of the Reichstag in Berlin, 1933, believed to have been done deliberately

A CULTURE DRENCHED IN DECEIT

12

by Hitler's cohorts - one of the most notorious "false flags" in history - other such events

by Michael Soper (CIUFOR)

might be termed: "RENT A REICHSTAG".

Consider the MIND CONTROL scenario - there are 500,000 official sites on the Internet on

a)

Subliminal suggestions/images function on TV.

Should your party have no decent policies and no effective speakers - no matter - slant all
your material to law and order and the lack of strength and decisiveness of the incumbents

this subject, and the following techniques can be considered as true:

and then do a deal relating to a foreign force for "Rent a Reichstag" at the psychological
A 20 millisecond flash was shown to

moment, and they will vote for you in droves!

function in 2005.
For example - is the Daily Paper you buy THE SAME as the version in another town.
b)

Ultrasound beaming of voice of stranger to single head believed to be used in

Afghanistan to destabilise Taliban fighters.

Regional differences are normal, but has someone printed off a special edition of 200-300 to
bring something to your attention and switched the standard copy.

Knowing the psychology

of the target, no rays or equipment is required - just a cleverly written news item specifically
c)

Microwave pulsed induction of voices in heads functions (MK ULTRA) - a programme

ran by the CIA to the mid-1970s and included use of psychedelic drugs.

tuned to the target.

Given enough funding anyone can be reached.

stuff is the modus operandi of the press.

This bogus news item

If for instance 5 out of 10 top news stories relate

to the disappearance of a little girl in a lavender dress on a family picnic, consider that she
d)

"Manchurian Candidates" can be made - I.E human robots that are programmed

remotely.

might not even exist, being a prelude to a new government law and order initiative. Like the
Reichstag, they can find some minority group to take the blame.
normal ethics at all.

e)

Satellites in orbit can send pulsed rays to deter or encourage ordinary folk to want to go

outside or remain indoors.

This could be of great significance when elections are taking

place for instance.

f)

Those involved have no

Planting false stories to encourage or discourage UFOs - would this

bother them - no not in the slightest.

Many believe that the "chupacapras" of Puerto Rico

are another US psychological operation acting on their territory, and so to are cattle
mutilations.

Studying fallout from the above I don't believe both these are true, and

incorporating newspaper reports about them into a UFO database would lead to inaccurate
The former Bush administration in the US was accurately accused of placing fake news

conclusions.

items.
The scenarios sketched in Orwell's classic novel "1984" are a pale shadow of the techniques
utilised today. The sureness of some of these "false flag" operations - they know exactly the

g) Hypnosis functions.

line the general population will concur to easily - and this is not helped by considerable
funding available to institutions to sell their line, often regardless of truth. Is there any point

h) Automatic listening in to e-mails and phone conversations happens.

in being a modem historian now that recorded events are so easily massaged or "spin
i)

ISDN telephones (International Subscriber Dialling Network) can be bugged from the

j)

doctored".

Note that though government documents are released to the National Archive

after 30 years, they have had 30 years to "adjust" them suitably.

exchange.
"False Flag" operations, whereby governments destroy their own people or buildings to

A typical example of distorted facts and possible "false flag" was the sinking of the huge
passenger liner, Lusitania, in 1915 off the coast of Ireland.

instil a climate of fear, are prolific.

The Lusitania sailed from New

York to England even after a hostile declaration of intent by the Germans as the First
Suppose one says to a UFO buff - your interest in UFOs is being turned on or off to

World War intensified.

coincide with secret plane trials.

lurking with no escort, made no evasive manoeuvres and did not receive customary advice

They say: "I am not that easily controlled" but they are

incorrect, and the second thought is usually:
interested in little ME."

"I am not that important, how could they be

There is the fallacy in the usual handoff- since they do not have to

have an interest, the various processes happen automatically.

They can affect one or many

The liner entered dangerous waters where German U-Boats were

concerning the whereabouts of U-Boats.

There were 128 Americans on board, and the

sinking could be seen to act in the Allies favour by forcing the US to enter the war at this
point.

Only in 1972 did doubts become raised concerning the very timely nature of the

and until recently many people did not know that Fleet Street newspapers actually had many

sinking for the UK.

covert agents on their staff.

British Admiralty wired through to the Lusitania on that disastrous voyage in May 1915.

cover got blown.

Two journalists on the Sunday Telegraph had to quit

as

their

Even after nearly 100 years there is plenty of doubt as to what the

In the event much of the material a person reads is slanted by the official

line, which leads to them becoming similarly opinioned.

They might have been brainwashed

- they have been brainwashed!

Now the real problem of factual records like the UFO files is that in earlier years the truth
emerged somewhat battered eventually, but in the modem era the truth need NEVER
emerge - ever! Those having truesight are more than ever needed today.

Suppose the Madrid train bombings of March 2004 actually were a "False Flag" operation,
then an entire nation could be turned against an internal bombing cadre that may not even
exist.

This may then affect elections that follow and indeed did in Spain with the party

opposing troops in Iraq winning from a long way back.

= === == ============

=============== ===============
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THE CORNWALL UFO PHOTOGRAPH

SIGNS IN THE FIELDS 30TH YEAR - CROP CIRCLE REPORT 2009

by Data Research

by Geoff Ambler

We were astounded to receive a photograph taken on a 10,000 pixcel digital camera off the
Atlantic coast of Cornwall in late September.

It is by far the clearest and well defined

domed disc UFO we have seen in the modern era.

The downside is that there is only a

single shot of the object and the photographer is reluctant to communicate further since
mid-October.

Below is the only information that has been received via e-mail:

The

object is clearly a domed UFO without any magnification, and is much closer to the camera
than most of this type of photograph.

Under enhancement you can see there is no doubt at

all about the shape and there is indication of heat exhaust disturbing the atmosphere. There
are also computer imaging shots that have been produced emphasising this exhaust feature
and the balance of sunlight on the UFO, boat and the sea.
would be exposed by the lack of contrast.

A fake superimposed object

All tests past, perfect daytime conditions, but the

object was not seen by anybody on the boat.

If readers can add anything to the debate or

prove we have been duped, please let us know immediately.

August and none in September. The total was 70 formations in England for 2009 compared
to 66 in 2008 (having eliminated all suspect designs).
entirely

"I'm sorry but that was the only picture with anything in it. You can use it for any research
you need but I'm not really interested in capitilising or gaining from this, it's scared me
actually. It was taken in Newquay, Cornwall on a fishing charter. I can't remember the
exact date, it was when we had a nice break in the weather about 3 weeks ago. I'll have a
look in my diary when I'm in work to get the exact date. "
We have decided to release full colour pictures for this edition of Awareness, overleaf.

Our previous edition indicated a very strong showing of crop circles in Aprii/May/June as
compared to 2008, but the final outcome was much the same as far fewer events occurred in

now

from

www. cro p circleconnector.com

sightings from ground and air investigators.

The figures are compiled almost

which

includes

virtually

all

known

The two operators, Stuart Dike and Mark

Fussell, produce an invaluable service.
Earlier in the year it was noted that nearly all formations were being discovered in a narrow
band of North Wiltshire running up to the edge of Oxfordshire within a few miles of the
Ridgeway path.

This trend continued right up to the last discovery on August 29th so that

the final tally for Wiltshire was 84% of the total or 90% including a few in Oxfordshire.
Most of these were concentrated within 10 miles of Avebury.

Thus research teams from all

corners of the globe were to be found assessing new wonders every other day in the hotspot
area.

Unfortunately they had to contend with irate farmers who will now sacrifice large

chunks of their own crops in order to keep visitors out of their fields - quite stupid really
when people are willing to pay to visit formations, and pubs and cafes in the area benefit
from the influx of circle hunters over a 3 month period.
The last 3 seasons have revealed this undoubted trend of focusing on north Wiltshire always the most prolific from 1996 to date, but not almost totally exclusive.
percentage of formations in this area was 44%.
and 84% respectively.

In 2005 the

From 2007-9 this increased to 78%, 80%

This could be wrong in that people are not looking too closely

elsewhere so that crop circles are being missed and of course the top aerial photographers
concentrate on the Ridgeway run.

With the prohibitive cost of fuel, random flights over

other counties are probably not being undertaken.
UK TOTALS:
MONTHS:

APRIL

5

MAY

9

JUNE

23

WARKS 2

JULY

21

HANTS

AUG

10

DORSET 1

COUNTIES:

WILTS

59

OXON

5

ESSEX

2
1

70
Overseas reports are

becoming

decidedly fewer with just 46 notified to Crop Circle

Connector, although this covers 1 5 countries.

This is less than half the 2007 figure of 94.

careful look at photographs of some of these formations indicates several are suspect.

A

For

instance, a range of designs reported from Holland look distinctly man-made, with lines of
small circles

ragged in shape and symmetry non-existent.

The authors even had the

audacity to show photographs of a series of saucer shaped UFOs in close up over the field
suggesting these were the creators!
OVERSEAS

TOTALS:

GERMANY

10,

HOLlAND

CANADA 2, FRANCE 2, SLOVAKIA 2, SLOVENIA 2,

1 0,

ITALY

7,

BELGIUM

BRAZIL 1 , CZECH REP 1 ,

NORWAY 1 , POlAND 1 , RUSSIA 1, SWITZERLAND 1, USA 1 .

4,
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FIELD V IS ITS:

Chewing over the meaning of the many designs on offer i n Wiltshire this

19

claims of UFOS at this field.

year could take up reams of paper, so let us concentrate on a select number of field visits.
In choosing a venue to look at in Wiltshire, one has to check whether the farmers are

Leaving my second visit to Wiltshire until August 1 2th to enable an absent American friend

friendly and, if heading out later than August l Oth, the crop has not been harvested.

to accompany me, it was worrying to see many combines already at work cutting through the

Even

We targeted a new formation that was only discovered on August 1 Oth, already

in an area where there is known to be much activity, many formations are not near to roads

wheat.

and a whole day can be spent just visiting 2 or 3, whereas in the air, dozens can be

termed "the owl" as it resembled Harry Potter's particular pet in the novel and was close to
familar territory at Alton Barnes.

photographed in less than an hour.

Parking along the Alton Priors - Pewsey road which cuts

through a swathe of crop fields on either side, mostly farmed by the Carson family, we were
My first trip out to Wiltshire was on July 29th to mainly visit the formation at Martinsell

hoping to spot the formation straight away from information given on the I nternet - but alas

Hill.

no !

This was a return to the six-armed spiral, "Julia Set" design, which was the climax of

The tell tale signs of other "croppies" up near the ridge of nearby Woodborough Hill

the 2001 season with a record 409 circles. This time there were fewer circles, but the end of

indicated we had a stiff climb to reach the right field. Eventually "Mr Owl" was spotted in a

each arm was surrounded by a ring.

slight dip on the high ground after forcing our ageing bodies up the incline.

Located in rich countryside on a back road between

Marlborough and Pewsey, the field even had a car park a few yards away, where motorists
jump out for a stiff climb up Martinsell Hill, ,an ancient hill fort.

Farmer Butler had made

As is often the case, the ground view of this impressive design was somewhat disappointing -

his event so welcoming that he had a sign pinned to a tree at the car park that tea and

only aerial photographs reveal the full design and accuracy of very complex constructions.

coffee were available at his farm house, nearby.

It was a good job this facility was available

Pushing on almost to the top of the hill where farmer Carson had placed an "honesty box'',

as the grass verges along the edge of the field were full of puddles following the late July

we could see two other large formations at distance and the comforting sight of our car still

storms.

intact down in the valley!

(Sadly break-ins of cars seem to be occurring with regular frequency close to crop
circles now that the knowledge is on the Internet. Just find a suitably isolated location just
after a major formation has arrived; know the punters have to walk a further half mile out
of sight of their vehicles to reach the formation; and there is a golden opportunity for a wily
thief to break into a car and steal valuables). I n our case it was a 1 5 minute walk to make it

to the first circles, but we could see exactly where to go.
I was particularly interested in this design as 2 of the 6 arms had been "chopped off" by the
edge of the field.

I f the circlemakers had boobed here, then if energy had created the

formation it might be detectable o n the path and into scrub i n the next field - the geometry
and symmetry of the rest of the work was perfect.
after 20 years of dowsing crop circles.

I was confident of establishing the facts

At the two overlap points (see photograph) there was

NO ENERGY detected or flattening of weeds implying that

the formation had been

deliberately made i n this way. All other circles and features dowsed as they normally do.
in on the ground outside Wiltshire, there
were 5 formations
Part of ring and circle missing.

per county.

within the Oxfordshire boundaries making this the second largest total

Between May 29th and August 28th,

no fewer than 4 formations were

discovered close to the Wayland's Smithy longbarrow i n 3 different crops.

The famous

"jellyfish" design of May 29th was ill ustrated in the last Awareness, fol lowed by a more
simple design of split rings in green wheat i n the neighbouring field on June 1 2th and a
small masterpiece at the same location on August 1 2th.

Thanks are due to eagle-eyed

investigators who surveyed and photographed the formation before being harvested within 1 2
hours o f discovery.

Finally the only formation i n maize for 2009 was discovered o n August

28th a few yards towards Uffington White Horse Hill.

Truly astounding force was used to

create this large formation of 23 circles and 24 pathways of total length c425ft and a largest
Six circles and ring should overlap
into next field.

circle of 70ft diameter.
The only other Oxfordshire formation was at the Rollright Stones circle on August 3rd.

A

32 multi-circle design in wheat interlocked into two loops, daisy-chain style, in the field
directly south of the stone circle near Chipping Norton.
Was this some sort of welcome sign ?
here directly from the path."

"Don't fumble about in the vast field, just come on in

My visit was 2 weeks after the formation had formed on July

1 4th and the energy signature in genuine circles lingers for many months and even years
later.

A n umber of other visitors to Martinsell found photographic anomalies and even

same spot as the previous design there in 2006.

This positioned itself in almost the

Even within a few yards of the circles

nothing could be seen at ground level and visitors to the stones and the neighbouring
"whispering nights" at the other end of the field would be unaware of anything unusual.
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Once again Oxfordshire crop circles are found close to ancient monuments suggesting a
connection?
DOWN IN THE JUNGLE!

For the first time in my 20 year investigation of crop circles, I

endeavoured to investigate the only maize formation in the country during 2009.

On a

bright Saturday, September 1 9th, I found what I assumed was the correct field adjacent the
steep narrow road up to the Ridgeway off the B4507, Wantage-Ashbury road.

No clues as

to where circles might be found inside these giant plants was forthcoming, so I ducked in at
about the midpoint and hoped I crossed the formation at some stage.

The first plants

looked to be of the order of 8ft tall and most of the crop towered above my head.
was about a foot apart so I was able to ease between plants and progress.

Spacing

Feelings of

claustrophobia hit one until some areas where plant height was only about 5ft, and the
summit of White Horse Hill could be spotted.
Almost a complete traverse of the field gone - yet no sign of any circles, so I moved a few
yards to the south and headed back towards the road. There was still no circles so I tried to
get a direction from a dowsing rod I carried. An indication was given, but still no luck until
I spotted a thin trail of broken stems running diagonally across the rows of plants.

The

snapped off stems had already turned yellow so it was easy to follow the route, if it was one.
Within 5 minutes, after struggling for nearly an hour, the narrow trail ran into a circle. Was
this help from the circle makers?
The destruction inside the circles and pathways was devastating.

Many plants had been

ripped off just above the root and had turned yellow, 3 weeks after the creation.
entirely broken off were bent at right angles close to the ground.

Those not

Trying to push a few

healthy standing plants over by hand or foot was nigh on impossible - so what devilish force
did this on the night of August 28th?

Amongst the vast array of circles and linked paths

were examples of stems knotted together with cobs dangling down like some exotic flower
arrangement.

Others were tied into archways or canopies.

opposite convey some idea of this.

confined to this 400ft section deep inside the plantation.
sturdy and upright.

Hopefully the photographs

Wind damage can be ruled out - destruction was only
All other areas of the crop were

Oh - don't tell me plankers did this!

The dowsing rods indicated

residual energy was present all over the site, so on the night it happened we can imagine
some huge vortex was created with extreme heating effects which may have removed the
stems rather more easily than the mechanical force required.

What is amazing is that aerial

photographs show the geometry was quite accurate given the downed plants were 6-8 ft long
and could not be curled round neatly as seen in wheat or barley.
CONCLUSIONS 2009:

We saw that the early formations in rape in April and May reached

a new level of sophistication equivalent to all but the most complex wheat designs of the
season.

This coupled with the dramatic evidence seen with the maize formation above

points to the possibility that circles could be created in orchards of young trees or vines,
which may have already happened but not reported.
It is not clear why the phenomenon is fast becoming confined to the narrow area from
Avebury to Wantage and virtually nowhere else, but it means the world focus and interaction
of leading researchers is going to happen for sure, rather than if odd events were scattered
all over the country.

The downside is that those farmers experiencing circles on their land

for nearly 20 years are, in some cases, becoming paranoid, and will cut out the area of crop
even if it is immature and threaten visitors at other times.
================================================

WAYLAND'S S M ITHY, SEPT 1 9TH
1 . 8ft tall plants. 2. Large circle - view to White Horse H i ll .

3. Standing stems in circle. 4. Pathway to Circle.
5. Plants forced into clump. 6. Extreme flattened plants.
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The author then discusses the amazing return from the grave of his 25 year old son
Clint who passed away with cancer last year (2008) Clint came back to prove to his

TITLE: The Force I s With Us (The Higher Consciousness That Science Refuses

father (through various ways) that he was still very much alive, albeit in a different

To

environment, this brought much comfort to the author. Read it all here in this book.
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The author states that the ancients knew that we are l iving in a spiritual universe and
brings to bear a number of examples in this book.

In the main though, the author

continually states that here in our modem world, the truth of these ancient sciences are
being ignored, and in some cases (shown in this book), are being suppressed.
We know that many things cannot be detected by the human eye, but due to Newtonian
physics and modem technology, new findings are exploring and uncovering the once

It only took a few paragraphs and I knew that I had a

cracker of a book in my hands.

Just that few paragraphs, the style the i n formation

and the way that the author was putting it into layman 's terms, was enough to
convince me that I was going to enjoy this one.

I wasn't to be disappointed, as I

hidden sub atomic world and some amazing discoveries are taking place which clearly
show us humans that the world is indeed a far stranger place than we ever can imagine.
Modem physics would seem to show us that there are 'other dimensions' other worlds
but sadly here in today's world not a lot of people are taking notice.

progressed read i ng through this book, it soon became apparent to me, that this book

The author goes on to discuss what this ' force' could be and looks at the ancient

would quite easily be in my top 6 books that I have ever read, and for me, that's a

Chinese people who knew what it was, they had a name for it, and that name was ch' i .

BIG statement. Did I l ike this book, you bet I did. No matter what words follow,

He states that this ch' i is the fundamental agent of the universe, the subtle energy that

this book review can never do the book's contents justice but I 'l l sure as hel l try.

exists everywhere. The vital life force if you like, the flow of energy, the yin and yang.
He goes on to explain that highly trained ch' i kung masters have performed some

Basically what this book is try i ng to put over to the reader is the many scientific

amazing things when they have gotten in tune with the eh' i force such as affecting

findings of our age and how they came into be ing, and at that point of being, be i ng

oscilloscopes by directing their ch' i force towards it.

lambasted and discounted by the peers of the day.

again using this ch' i force. Apparently, all of us have this ch'i life force within us but

The book then goes into the

They have moved objects by

numerous un-accepted scientific ideas that get such a hard time today, but in the

it's the knowing how to source it and use it that takes consideration. For me though, it

main, what the main thrust of this book is all about, is 'the force' , 'the energy' this

was the experiments by using this ch' i force on bacteria, plants, seeds and a whole lot

seemingly untapped cosmic energy that is all around us, and has been since time
immemorial.

When we talk about belief what do we mean, take for instance this

statement from the author,

them.

SQUIRREL
squirrel up into the sky and says, "God, ifyou really exist and everything that I have

Don't get me wrong, these unbelievable fmdings did see the light of day, but

were not conducted properly.
The book then goes into some of our scientific greats the likes of Albert Einstein. But
we start with William Tiller who looked at Einstein's world but in a different way.

read and heard about you is true, please bring this squirrel back to life "

Tiller believed that human consciousness is a force, an 'energy'. Tiller developed his

Nothing happens.

own scientific model which clearly showed that Einstein great though he was, still had
a way to go and should have been thinking 'out of the box' as Tiller has done. Til ler,

Now, does this 'PROVE' that God does not exist?

as the author states, believes that the speed of light is the threshold between the spirit

The author tells us that our experience of the world is tightly constrained by the limits
of our physical senses, that 93% of the universe consists of dark matter, are that there
are real ities beyond our known real ities that exist somewhere 'out there'?

However,

it's the 'blind die hard' scepticism that 'some' not all scientists, view these fringe
We all know that many fringe

sciences are not accepted within the frame work of science, but we still have this

arrogance of mind that 'it can't be so therefore it isn't'.
get away from this way of thinking?

me so upset. That's like a student sitting an exam and their results are kept away from
some people tried to suppress them or discount them by saying that the experiments

A small boy finds a dead squirrel in the street, he is an animal lover and holds the dead

sciences which infuriate those with an open mind.

more that just b. .l .. e .. w .. me away, for pity's sake why are these fmdings not more
generally know, this is outrageous, you have to read this book to see why this is getting

When oh when will we ever

and the physical world.
The book then takes us into the world of Near Death Experiences, and although the
author accepts that some NDE's are indeed the result of drugs etc, not all these
experiences can be put down to that. And be prepare to be shocked for some of the
NDE stories that he features here in this book, will make you hair slide of your head! I
won't spoil it here by telling you some of them, needless to say I ' m shouting at you to
'buy the book'
The author then looks into what's know as ' Remote Viewing' and shows how the
American Military were quick to get in on the act when they learned that the Russians
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had been using it for years. You the reader, will soon find out by reading this book that
the American Government used it extensively, and you the reader will know and accept
that the American Government wouldn't do so if they believed that the subject of
remote viewing didn't work. It does and again it's one of those things that science has
still to publically state that this is a phenomenon, a science, that is in this other world
or ether where this force operates.

The work of Harold Puthoff PhD is looked at

extensively in this book as is the work of psychic Ingo Swann. lngo Swann just blew
the minds of the experimenters and the American Government.

It wasn't just the

remote viewer who was visiting a location, but it was the 'smells', 'the sounds' and
even the thoughts of the people that they were asked to visit, the really shook the
Government up.

Probably what really shook the US Government the most, was when
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Why/How can someone else's heart being put into your body suddenly give you
memories of the person you got it from? Read this chapter, it's a classic.
We then look at the church and Christianity and how they perceived 'psychic
phenomena' do I even need to go there ! !

What I will say it this, I didn't know how

extensive the Church viewed and hated psychic phenomena and how much destruction
they did of psychic books and the reputation of gifted psychics. That old saying comes
back to me again. "It can't be, so therefore it isn't"

More people have seen ghosts

and UFOs than Jesus. Scientists want proof of a God, of a ghost, of a UFO; we don't
believe willy nilly.

the remote viewer managed to visit 'spiritually' or whatever you may wish to call it,

The amazing ability of Scottish medium Daniel D. Home is looked at very closely by

the secret National Security Agency's underground bunker called Sugar Grove and find

the author and if Daniel could do but half of what he was said to have done, then

out some sensitive material there. Remote viewing works folks, it really does. I loved

believe you me boys and girls psychic phenomena is indeed very very real.

the glider story in this book; buy the book to find out what I'm talking. That glider

managed to make an accordion float around the room in front of startled witnesses
playing a tune, this and more can be found in this book .

story clearly shows you the parameters that operate during remote viewing.
The author then goes into the big subject of Life After Death (where do we go after
death) ? Again we look at the author's use of the word 'force' , this universal energy
that seems to pervade the universe. He discusses again near death experiences and Out
Of Body experiences, and tells the story of two people going through this oft
mentioned tunnel, one was going forward towards the light, the other back.

Both

looked at each other and it wasn't until this lady got back that she discovered that her

Cracking stuff.

Home

No book

would be complete without the amazing abilities (or showmanship) of one Uri Geller.
Geller takes a lot of stick from not only scientists and Joe Public alike but sometimes
from his own fellow psychics.

Nonetheless, there is no denying when you look at

Geller's track record and his workings with scientists and researchers alike, he has
done some amazing things, no doubt about it and the author is happy to go into great
detai l of just some ofGeller's successes.

friend had had a cardiac arrest at the same time that she was having her experience!

Undoubtedly the part of the book that so angered me concerned those maestro's of

The author explains on some other OOBE cases where one man found himself not in

science, those unsung heroes who really and truly had ideas above their station,

his body but as some kind of blob ofjelly!

brought down to earth by pitiful so called scientists who not only knocked their ideas

The near death experience has found those

who have passed to spirit at an elderly age, suddenly retort back to a youthful age! The

into touch, but in most cases destroyed the lives and relationships with others. I kid

author refers to your Cosmic Video reply of the life that you have led up until your

you not; these guys were cruel beyond the pale. First to get the treatment by these so

Near Death Experience; apparently it really is very vivid and very revealing. (Don't

called scientists was Dr Franz Anton Mesmer.

fancy mines much!)

involved with hypnotism, (how wrong was I) There is sooooooo much more to

Of course the big question about life and the living of life is why!

What's it all about?

The author believes that life is a lesson that we are really here to take care of one
another and it's all a matter of spiritual maturation. To me that's good in theory and

Now I only thought this guy was

Anton Mesmer than I ever 'could' realise. H i s work in animal magnetism his working
in finding out what this 'force' was (he called it 'fluidum') was kicked into touch by
his peers at this time, King Louis XVI being the main protagonist.

how r wish each and every one of us could practice this, but sadly in the real world, for

Probably the most damage done to any entrepreneur was done to William Reich.

the moment that is not going to happen.

even angers me to read my notes that I've written into the pages of the author's book to

The author also looks at past lives and states that the reason we don't remember our
past lives, is simply because if we did, that would not be learning from our past
mistakes, we have to (as he puts it) wipe the slate clean, start anew, we have to forget.
Some of course would say that defeats the purpose and maybe we 'should' remember
our past lives in order for us not to make those same mistakes again, that may be a fair
point, but one can see the logic in 'not knowing'.

refer to. Again I didn't know halfof what William Reich was all about and I urge each
and every one of you reading this book to BUY this book and fmd out all about the
trials and tribulations of William Reich. The author, Thomas Walker has done a
marvellous job of showing you how clever and gifted a man William Reich was. The
great tragedy for W i l l iam Reich wasn't just the fact that Nazi Germany burned all his
books, nor that the Russians did the same, no siree, forget al l that. To i l lustrate this
point I'm going to directly refer to the author's own paragraph, here is what he wrote.

I'm glad that the author looks at Cellular Memory and how other parts of the human
body, not just the brain, retain 'memory' now this dear reader is really up my street and
something that not only puzzles me, but intrigues me beyond the ken.

It

I 've written

before where people have had heart transplants and who hated motorcycles but then
suddenly after they get the heart of someone who died in a motor bike accident, they
want to get on a motor bike and start buying all the motor bike magazines etc.

"No in 1 956 the confiscation of Reich 's work was taking place, not at the hands of a
Hitler or Stalin, but in the last country on Earth where you 'd expect such a thing to
happen. That 's right, the land of the free and the home of the brave, that flag waving,
apple pie eating bastion offree speech, history 's model of democracy, all red, white,
and blue. Reich 's boolc.s were being burned in the US.

Of A.

"
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Seriously folks, buy this book see what would have happened if someone somewhere
had have sat up and taken notice of what William Reich had to offer to the world.
That's al l I ' ve got to say in the matter, it sickens me to the pit of my stomach what
these so called professional academic men of wisdom have to say and do to people like
William Reich. Bastards. (I make no apology for writing that) Let's repeat William
Reich's work, especially his Orgone device and Orgonoscope.

Well again this chapter is a cracker and goes to town on the very

concept that this has actually happened (buy the book to find out more you ain't getting
it here ! )
There is soooooooo much in this book that I loved, even the part about WHY do
people, even when presented with the evidence before their very own eyes, still

The author then takes a look at Alternative Medicines and the energy that he constantly
refers to in his book and how it's applied to healing. The author tells us that a U.S.
study back in 1 997 showed quite clearly that visits to complimentary alternative
medicine practitioners were almost TWICE that of people visiting normal high street
practitioners. The work of Dr Bernard Grad is looked at (too much to go into here) but
boy is it interesting, as is the similar work done by Dr John Zimmerman, remember

REFUSE to believe what they are looking at!

WHY, the evidence is there WHY !

Well you know what, the author tells you why and it's not a theory either, (again buy
the book)

In the Afterward, the author nails his colours to the mast about what he believes about
all the aforementioned, all I ' l l say is, he is a man after my own heart.
Look the simple fact of the matter is, this is a ' blinder' of a book it's a terrific work

these guys these are names you 'will hear' again.
The author then looks at harmonics, vibration frequencies and how cell autonomy can
be affected by the appliance of vibrations. The work of Dr Royal R. Rife is looked at.
He invented what he called a 'Rife Ray Beam' which affected and reduced bad bacteria
(amoungst other things) Of course the knockers, the, 'we can't have that brigade '
stepped in and rubbished Rife's work. Oh don't get me started!

When you look at

what Rife did with the cancer patients in this book and he still took flak, well . . . . . .. .
The author then looks at the power of prayer and what the power of thought has done
in recorded studies of animals and plants and also the dramatic affect that prayer has
had in reducing bacteria growth etc, amazing stuff, read it all here.
Let me give you a classic ' for instance from those wonderful closed minded scientists,
The quote is in reference to the

ingenuity of one Thomas Edison when he developed the light bulb, he had finally
cracked it and wanted to show the world (and why not!) Here i s what one professor
had to say about Edison who was wanting him to attend his upcoming demonstration.
"/ need to protest on behalf of 'true science ' and that Edison 's work on the light bulb
was a conspicuous failure, trumpeted as a wonderful success.

that deserves to be in every single home on the planet from Bombay to Blackpool. I
just cannot speak highly enough of this book. No book in twenty years has moved me,
has tested me, has taught me, has introduced me to the fact that wherever man's
ingenuity in science brings forth new paradigms they should be looked at studied with
compassion and a sense of honesty, not hostility. It beggars belief that we, humankind
can be so narrow minded to new adventures in science. Are we still using the same
mobile phone that we did back in 1 998?

No, of course we're not, science has

progressed pushing boundaries beyond the ken. Don't get me wrong folks; I'm not so
nai"ve to accept that all inventors and forward thinkers are the real deal, of course not.
But to put all these wonderfully free thinking men and women into the same category
of quacks and fools, well that is not being scientific.

take this quote that the author mentions in his book, this quote will give you an idea at
what our visionary scientists have to put up with.

the list is endless.

A fraud upon the

public " Professor Henry Morton

Ladies and gentlemen, science ' Wll.. L ' always progress no matter who tells you we
know it all . All I would ask is for the oil and gas companies, and 'some' scientists to
STOP being so closed minded, look ahead, look forward, clear your mind there is so
much more for us to learn.
This then is a classic book ; a book that I'm proud to say is defmitely in my top 6 books
that I have ever read. I could easily lose my voice in shouting how good this book is.
All I ' l l say is this, you owe it to yourself to buy and read this book, and when you do,
sit back and be prepared to be catapulted into a world where not everything is so plain
and simple as it seems. Enjoy.

And you know what folks; this guy just stayed around the next block from the
demonstration a matter of minutes away.

Don't you just love these know it all

scientists who say that there is nothing else for us to know or learn. Dear oh dear of
dear.

Reviewed by Malcolm Robinson,
Strange Phenomena Investigations. (1979)
malckyspiiWya hoo.com

w w w . facebook.com/ma lcolm.robinson2

But you know what, and I ' m sure you (my dear reader) will agree with me on this one.
What would happen to the gas companies, the oil companies if someone came up with
an idea that would revolutionise the very concept of heat and travel, what do you think
would happen to that inventor who would threaten to take away their jobs by his new
idea, take away their companies their livelihoods all because he or she had trialled and

FILM REVIEW

proved that his idea would do away with petrol etc that you could run your cars and
vans on a simple and yet effective alternative substance? That's right, he or she would
be laughed out of court, he would be shunned, accused of m isleading results etc etc,

TITLE: "2012",

Colombia Pictures, 2 hrs 38 minutes, released November 2009,

Directed by Roland Emmerich.
Another great disaster epic comes from our gung-ho specialist, Roland Emmerich, who
produced "Independence Day" (Alien Invasion) and "The Day After Tomorrow" (Global

Warming Disaster) .
(but not quite).

This time the whole lot goes - yes it's virtually the end of the world

Mr Emmerich grabs a topical story line at the appropriate time - and whow!

Since the failure of the year 1 999 to be the endpoint based on the Nostradamus ramblings,
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it is now becoming strongly publicised that 20 1 2 is the goodbye time!

FOR SALE

The end of the Mayan

calendar is projected to be 2 1 st December 201 2 and nothing follows. At the same time there
is a significant planetary alignment which might just cause vast seismic shocks.

Several

advanced crop circle designs have appeared since 2005 which depict Mayan symbolism.
In the event, Mr Emmerich, decides to have a steady build up to doomsday starting in 2009 yes the seeds of destruction have already been sown!
hits the planet and cooks the Earth's core.

A huge cosmic shower of neutrinos

Underground water supplies begin to boil over

and deep mines become unbearably hot before the inevitable earthquakes, volcanic eruptions
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Thereafter we are treated to a two hour show of computer

and tsunamis commence.

trickery as buildings collapse, fire erupts from the ground and ten mile high tidal waves
drown the land mass.
Amongst all the mayhem, some sort of story emerges from the "B" - list of actors - the cost
of the special effects probably precluded top billing stars being in the cast.

The main

character played by John Cusack is a slightly wimpish James Bond type who escapes death at

least 1 00 times in the 21/2 hours, but don't let that spoil your evening!

Accompanied by his

£250 OR NEAREST OFFER - BUYER MUST COLLECf.
ALSO UFO/PAR ANORMA L RElATED FILMS ON DVDSNIDEOS.
FOR MORE DETAILS - PLEASE CONTACT KEVJN OWEN,
34, TELEGRAP H
STREET, SHIPSTON-ON-STOUR, WARWICKSHIRE, CV36
4DA - PLEASE ENCLOSE
A5 S�ZE S.A.E. THANKYOU.

wife played by Amanda Peet, friends and family, Mr Cusack works his way across the globe
in various hi-jacked aircraft to find the place where the Earth's leaders and big-wigs are
planning a grand escape.

Of course our hero makes it just in time before the arrival of the

world's biggest tsunami!

============================ = ========
===========

Of the rest of the cast, the noble character is a technical specialist played by black actor,
Chiwetel Ejiofor (so it says!) .
likely

His eagle eyed observations alert the White House to the

impending disaster 3 years in advance, and he is seen at the end indulging in some

mawkish American sentimentality amongst all the gung-ho activity. The usual mixed race US
President is played by Danny Glover who elects not to escape his inevitable doom, by staying
behind in Washington.

NOTICES
The editorial staff of Awareness welcome contributions of articles (particularly with good
illustrations), book or film reviews, details of UFO sightings. letter,; discussing p revio us
articles or general comments on UFOs, crop circles and related topics in the paranormal
fie ld. Please address your material to the Editor, Awareness, P.O Box 23, WHEATLEY,
Oxon. UK, OX33 1 FL

I also liked a barmy amateur radio presenter who is camping out at the Yellowstone
National Park and who describes the end of the park and himself while wired up for sound
as this Super-volcano blows.

(Mr Emmerich was obviously aware that Yellowstone is a giant
caldera with a very thin skin and overdue for a major eruption.) Another larger than life

character is a Russian oligarch with lips thicker than Mick Jagger and a voice deeper than
Paul Robeson who actually bought his "escape pass" for a billion euros!

In combination with

Mr Cusack, they produce an airborne adventure of remarkable intensity.
My favourite moment was when a stricken plane containing all our heroes was just about to
run out of fuel having failed to land at Hawaii, which, as might be expected, was ablaze with
volcanic eruptions - a sorry end in the Pacific Ocean looked to be on the cards, when
suddenly the Earth's axis flips over and the aircraft is now over the Himalayas enabling a
landing to take place, with great difficulty it must be said!
Roland Emmerich is a specialist in latching on to a few hard facts and combining them with
dire predictions which instil fear into the public's psyche.

He then devises the "worst case

scenario" which makes gripping footage for those that appreciate the ultimate disaster movie
- total tosh but memorable!

It is just

conceivable that the upheavals created by the

Emmerich team might have occurred just a couple of times in the 4 billion year history of
the Earth. Tough if you happen to be around when one happens!
Reviewed by Geoff Ambler
================================================
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